
138 Berkeley Place,
Brooklyn,
New York, N.Y. 11217.
212-789-8543.

September 27th, 1975.

Dear Friends,

Over the last few months a number of organizations and individuals
have been discussing the need for a national Anti-Apartheid Movement in the
United States, the two main purposes of which would be: 1) organizing a
large, active constituency especially among the Black, student, trade union
and women contituencies and 2) a close consultative and participatory
working relationship with the liberation movements.

We feel that this is a very important step to take at this time
because, while there is much valuable research, lobbying and material
distribution being done in relation to Southern Africa issues by several
national organizations, there is no organization concentrating essentially
on educating and organizing an active constituency.

We have spelled out these ideas in the proposal which is enclosed.
The proposal is tentative and is open to creative criticism and suggestions.

We recognize that the work which has been done by existing local
groups has been very helpful to the overall liberation struggle in Southern
Africa. We would therefore like to hear from you as a local grou working
on Southern Africa issues, what your comments and response to the proposal
are. We wou d a so like to hear of any ideas your group may have as to
how we could coordinate our efforts with your efforts.

In the struggle,

rl

Isabelle Gunning
Ben Gurirab
Ben Magubane
Tapson Mawere
Don Morton

Paul Pumphrey
Larry Schulz
Tim Smith
Louise Stack



ANTI-APARTHEID MOVEMENT U.S.A. (AAMUSA)

PROPOSAL FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF AN ANTI-APARTHEID MOVEMENT IN THE USA
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1. THE CURRENT SITUATION:

The time has come for a serious re-appraisa1 of our re

sponse to the changing situation in Southern Africa. The destruction

of basic human rights in Southern Africa is unknown to most Americans.

Few know that although the Blacks are in the majority (80%) they are

denied the right to vote in the White Government system. They have

been thrown off their own land, dumped in desolate reserves, forced

to work for slave wages, unable to live with their families and

oppressed by one of the most vicious police states in the world. (See

Appendix 1). Arrests, tortures and repression are everyday occur-

enCeS now and the U.S. is considered a major friend with huge invest

ments in these white minority regimes. The dramatic victory of

FRELIMO in Mozambique however, has broken the blockade of white buffer

states surrounding South Africa. Namibia and Zimbabwe remain on the

brink of a breakthrough towards Black majority rule.

South Africa's indirect economic control of Malawi, Lesotho,

Swaziland, Botswana and Zambia and the massive increase in South Africa's

military strength present a real threat to peace and to the true

independence of the sub-continent.

The ultimate confrontation in South Africa which has been

brooding for a long time is now inevitable and when it comes, the re

pression which will be unleashed by the Vorster regime will result in

one of the most severe racial wars ever, with serious international

repercussions.

The South African regime is not only protecting its own

interests, but is acting as a broker for several Western powers. The
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United States is already very heavily involved in maintaining the

status quo in South Africa and is seen by the regime as an ally and

friend in the outside world. There are 400 U.S. companies in South

Africa with a total investment of $1.5 billion; there is U.S.

military collaboration with the South African regime (the U.S.

recently vetoed a United Nations resolution calling for an arms embargo

against S.A.). There is a United States I South Africa leadership

exchange program and high level visits of South African officials to

the United States.

From recent history in Southern Africa it has become clear

thp~ the authentic national liberation movements carry the only hope

there is for real change and that close links need to be built in

solidarity with them as they struggle for justice and freedom.

2. THE NEED FOR A NATIONAL RESPONSE:

There have been three major problems in Southern Africa

support work in the United States:

1) Widespread ignorance concerning the situation in

Southern Africa and U.S. involvement there,

2) Lack of co-ordination and fragmentation of existing

groups along racial and ideological lines, and

3) The direction and nature of support work in the U.S.

has seldom been determined in close consultation with the liberation

movements.

As a result of these problems, there is a lack of a broad

based constituency accross the country, dissapation of effective actions

and work which is unrelated to the integral program of the liberation
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Apartheid Movements in Europe and elsewhere whose programs have been

a constant thorn in the flesh of the White regimes in Southern Africa.

3. PROPOSAL:

We believe that the time is ripe for the launching of a

new initiative in the U.S. Therefore, we propose the formation of a

new national movement - the ANTI-APARTHEID MOVEMENT; so called because

we see the system of Apartheid as the heart of the problem in Southern

Africa.

The AAM will concentrate on communication and co

ordination of work between the various groups. Programs will be co

ordinated by local and regional chapters and organizers collaborating

with each other and with the national office. The national office

will forward, at the initiative of the liberation movements, issues

and programs which local chapters could develop. A regular news

letter will bring to all chapters news of actions and issues being

worked on by other groups accross the country. From time to time,

the AAM will sponsor speakers and representatives of the liberation

movements around the country to help strengthen local chapters.

Occasionally the AAM will sponsor a conference where ideas and programs

worked on during the previous year can be evaluated by all members.

Finally, the AAM will work in close alliance with other local and

national groups on issues of common interest. Eg. AAM would work on

research developed by the American Committee on Africa, distribute

Southern Africa magazine, tie local groups into legislative issues

through the Washington Office on Africa, and target companies in co-
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operation with the Interfaith Center on Corporate Responsibility, etc.

To overcome traditional divisions, the liberation

movements will be asked to take the initiative and leadership within

the AAM.

The AAM would support the liberation movements in four ways:

1) By doing mass education especially amongst Blacks,

women, students and workers in this country about the critical

situation in Southern Africa and the struggle that the liberation

movements are waging.

2) By mobilizing the local chapters into concrete actions

ailned at blocking the growing U.S. military and economic intervention

on the side of Apartheid.

3) By channeling as much material and political support as

we can muster directly to the liberation movements.

4) The liberation movements will have direct input into the

AAM by appointing representatives to work with the movement as closely

as possible.

4. STRUCTURE:

A. NATIONAL OFFICE:

The function of the national office will be to co-ordinate

the organization of a mass based AAM in the U.S. by sending organizers

into the field, itinerating speakers around the country, providing

materials and ideas for actions to local chapters, co-ordinating

national campaigns and to channel support to the liberation movements.

These tasks will be undertaken partly by the staff of the national

office whose job descriptions will be as follows:
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DIRECTOR: The overseer of the AAM, responsible for directing and co

ordinating the overall work of the movement, co-ordinating research,

developing campaign issues, fund raising and liason work with the

United Nations, churches and other organizations.

TRAVELLING SECRETARY: The spokesperson for the movement, speaker,

conference organizer, co-ordinator of regional offices, national

campaign organizer and liason officer with the liberation movements.

The appointment of this person will be done in close consultation with

the liberation movements.

SEr.RETARY GENERAL: Responsible for the administration of the budget

and personnel, itinerating speakers and liberation movement represen

tatives around the country, training of volunteer organizers, develop

ment of womens issues within the movement.

SECRETARY: Typing, filing, general office work, research and distrib

ution of literature and media resources and building up a national and

international contact list.

ORGANIZERS:

TRADE UNIONS: One organizer will concentrate on and specialize in

developing a constituency among trade unions, developing local chapters

of the AAM in various cities, setting up local volunteer organizers

and fundraising.

STUDENTS: Job description is the same as the trade union organizer

with attention focused on organizing among students.

-lh.. REGIONAL OFFICES:

Within the first year, the AAM will work towards establish

ing two regional offices - one in the Mid West and one in the South.
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The function of these offices will be to co-ordinate ongoing educational

work and organizing in the local areas, after the initial contact has

been made by the national office.

The regional offices will be budgeted by the national

office; the budget will include a stipend for the one organizer in each

regional office.

The job description of the regional organizers is to co

ordinate and develop AAM work in the area including housemeetings and

educational events, co-ordinating local campaigns, fundraising, research

links of local areas to South Africa for campaign development and to

keep in communication with all local groups in the area. Such persons

would also help to carry out campaigns and issues developed by the

national office on the local and regional level.

~ LOCAL CHAPTERS:

On the establishment of a local chapter consisting of

contributing members, a supply of printed material and other resources

with local action and program suggestions will immediately be sent to

them. Local chapters might be involved in a number of activities such

as continuing education, building the membership of the movement on a

local, regional or state level, fundraising, boycotts, research,

raising support for the liberation movements and taking citizen,

student and union action to isolate those who collaborate with Apartheid.

Because of the particularly severe situation of women in Southern

Africa, we will seek to tie in very closely with feminist organizations

in this country.

The AAM will seek to coordinate its work with existing local

groups which have been active on Southern Africa issues.
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D. GENERAL:

Conferences will be organized to bring local chapters to

gether to reflect and share the previous year's experiences and to

formulate directions for the following year.

The AAM will be controlled in the interim by a Board of

ten members who will be actively involved in the work of the AAM.

Under the umbrella of the AAM, work groups will be

created to focus attention on special issues and to develop programs

for local actions. Initially these groups will include: Nato/Arms

Embargo, Corporations, Trade Unions, Liberation Support Work,

Legislative Issues, Rhodesian Sanctions, Student Work and Womens Issues.

The AAM would also seek to develop coalitions of common

interest groups against Apartheid ego Doctors Against Apartheid who

would relate to medical and health questions in South Africa; Teachers,

Lawyers, Sportspersons, Artists, Clergy Against Apartheid, etc.

E. FUND RAISING:

An important goal of the movement will be to build up its

own resources and potential by an increasingly growing and contributing

membership, rather than being totally dependent on annual grants.

Supporters/members will be asked to contribute a minimum

of $2 per month, for which a regular newsletter will be sent.

Besides regular contributions, local groups will raise

money through film showings, speakers etc. for the movement and for

the liberation movements.

F. BUDGET:

We are still in the process of assessing our budget requirements.



APPENDIX 1.

" A BIRO'S EYE VIEW OF SOUTH AFRICA"

South Africa is a big, beautiful country of contrasts with a Land area
greater than Texas and california combined. The contrasts range from fern
forests to dry deserts. from the purple cliffs of the Drakensberg Mountains to
the white sands of Durban's beaches, from the tranquility of lush apple farms
to the hustle and bustle of ultra-modern cities like Johannesburg.

Some two-thirds of the country was occupied by black tribes 600 years
before the first white settlers arrived. In 1652 the Dutch settled in the
Cape area and enslaved local black inhabitants. Having superior weapons and
using treachery, and. o.+'t.er mOJ1l:j lon9 bQttles)the~elll!f1WaI~ ov"rcwne the black
tribes. Due to fertile land, mineral resources and slave labor, the whites
soon became rich.

The white Bocr'':; ,after years of careful planning, took over the
government of the country in 1948. Blacks were deprived of the most basic
human, political, economic and land-owning rights. They had no option but
to sell their bodies as labor units in order to survive. There is a close
correlation between land inequality and political or power inequality; hence,
it is not surprising that only 131. of the most arid land in South Africa is
assigned by the whites to the black majority who constitute over 75% of the
population.

The philosophy on which the whole system is built is called apartheid,
which literally means "separation". The blacks are split into eight separate
tribes and each is assigned to a so-called "homeland" (like a native reserve).
The hOI~lands are miserably underdeveloped, arid and unable to support civili
zation, Every black is then taxed regardless of income. (Whites only start
paying taxes from $840 per annum upwards.) So the black has to leave the
homeland to work for the white master as a migratory laborer in oroer to pay
the white government's taxes. As contract laborer>/t~may not live with t\-,"I
.Sf'O....5<?.- and fami ly. .

Today four million whites control the lives of sixteen million black
people. The government has control of the economy, the military, provincial
and city governments, the homelands, judicial and legislative bodies, all
school and university education, the radio and to a large degree, the press
and the church.

Blacks in South Africa are subjected to more laws than any group of
people in the world. They have, in the land of their birth, absolutely no
political rights: they may not vote for the all-white government; they are
not allowed the right to strike; they must stay in one area at all times;
t hey are corope lled to carry a passbook which gives every poss ib Ie deta 11
about the person. Even if a man's wife works in the neyt town, he may only
visit her for 72 hours under the impregnation law provirled they indicate the
wish to have a baby. All blacks must be off the streets by 11:00 p.m. unly
certain jobs may bp performed by the blacks under the .Jou ~eservat ion Act.
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Most of the laws are based on race. For example, it is a criminal offense
to have sexual intercourse across the race barrier; no black doctor may treat a
white person; no blacks may attend white schools or colleges; no blacks may sit
on white benches in the parks, drink tea in a white restaurant, ride on white
buses, elevators, trains; they may not attend white movies, concerts or sporting
events, etc.

There is no such thing as individual freedom in South Africa. It is a
criminal offense for an African youth to reside with his own father without
having been issued a permit to do so. An African who conducts a class in reading
and writing in his own home for a few of his friends is committing a criminal
offense. If an African sits on a public bench reserved for whites as a protest
against the apartheid laws, he can be sent to jail for three years.

When one has a massive system like this which is geared to perpetuate
inequality, it no wonder that we see disparities when we compare different
living standards. The whites in South Africa have the second highest living
standard in the world whereas blacks have one of the lowest. Sixty per cent of
all blacks in South Africa are totally illiterate. For whites in South Africa,
education is compulsory and free; for blacks, it is neither. Education of
children costs a black family between one third and one half of its income.
According to the most recent survey, 921 of the blacks in South Africe live
below the H.E.L. (Minimum Effective Level - Poverty Line). There is one white
doctor for every 455 white personsi for the blacks, there is one doctor for
every 100,000 persons. Three out of every five children die in the homelands
(mostly of starvation) before they reach the age of five.

Any attempt to change this system is severely crushed. There are over
·11,000 political prisoners in South Africa. Many have been banned, detained,
banished, placed under house arrest or in solitary confinement. South Africa
has a large, well-trained army and police force. She has more aircraft than
the rest of Africa (excluding Egypt) put together •. Approximately 350,000
African men are jailed each year which means over half of the male population
in South Africa will have spent some time in jail as convicts during their
life span. In one year, South Africa executes by hanging a number more than
double the figure for the rest of the world.

South Africa Security officially and routinely taps phones, opens mail,
infiltrates all institutions not pro-goverment and has a broad and effective
network of police informers.

Obviously the Christian Church must be affected in that kind of environ
ment. The government has numerous legialative controls restricting the life
of the church. The church is required to obtain permission from the government
for blacks and whites to worship together. The government can, by proclamation,
close down any black church. There are stringent restrictions on publications,
welfare and aervice, education, property ownership, leadership, etc. which keeps
the church under tight control.

The
Africa.
racism.
members

church cannot simply blame the government for its situation in South
Within the church's own ranks, there is fear, prejudice, legalism, and
The paternalism of whites and their overt discrimination against black

is abhorent. The statute, legal and other guideline books of the
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different denominations are full of discriminatory legislation. Tile majority
of the members of the English-speaking denominations are black (80%), yet most
of the power, property, money, leadership, etc. is in the hands of whites.
There are no black ministers in white churches and white ministers are paid
higher salaries than black ministers. The Methodist Church pays its evange
lists and Biblewomen starvation wages of about $30-$50 a month. There are
many fine Christian lay people and clergy who have been imprisoned or banished
by the government because of their opposition to apartheid. By and large, the
churches have deserted these faithful prophets and left them destitute.

There are some who, knowing very little about the situation or having a
vested interest in its maintenance, would have us believe that conditions are
are improving in South Africa. For the whites, things have never been better
but for the blacks, things have never been worse.

Comparative figures show that conditions affecting blacks in the mining
industry have deteriorated over the years. In 1930, the ratio of white to
black miners' wages was 11 to 1; by 1968, the ratio had risen to lH to 1; by
1970, the ratio was 20 to 1. Thus we find the average wage paid in 1970 to
white mineworkers was $540 and to black mineworkers, $25 a month.

In terms of health services, whites have more and better hospital facili
ties now than ever before; for blacks, health services are deteriorating with
a corresponding increase in TB and infant mortality rates.

In education, the pattern is the same. Things are worse now than ever
before. Ninety-three per cent of the whites of high school age attend school
whereas only 8.94 of the blacks of that age go to school. In most cases,
blacks attend abbreviated double sessions at school - 20% of their teachers are
unqualified; many schools have no desks or other facilities. Some do not even
have classrooms. Thousands are turned away from school in Soweto (a black
township outside Johannesburg) every year because there are no teachers and no
c las srooms •

The percentage of state money spent on African education (0.57% in 1953,
only 0.3961 in 1966) has decreased; the standard of "Bantu" education has
dropped badly; the number of dropouts has increased; South Africa is probably
the only country in the world where each successive generation of the majority
population is less qualified than the preceding one.

The laws in South Africa have grown more harsh with time. The following
are some of the harsh laws passed since 1967:

(1) Terrorism Act, 1967. This provides for indefinite detention
without charge or trial of any person suspected of being in
volved or knowing of terroris~.

(2) Non-Interference Bill and Separate Representation Act, 19b8.
This law makes it illegal for any person of one rac~ to
participate in any way (financial inrluded) in the political
affairs of another race. It also takes away froOi two mi llion
colored people in S')uth Africa their rf>prescntat;oll in P-"rliallJt'nt.
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